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INTRODUCTION
CCTV
• City of London: ± 69 per 1000 inhabitants
• Omnipresent; airports, bus and train stations, malls, industrial areas, offices, …
Goal:
• Prevention of crimes and misdemeanours
• Increasing citizens’ safety perceptions
However, responses to camera placement appear to vary
• Prosocial behaviour
• Suspicion and “acting out”
THEORY
Camera presence
• May increase safety perceptions [Gill & Spriggs, 2005]
• May increase awareness of safety threats [Gill & Spriggs, 2005]
 Positive or negative influence on perceived safety, depending on attributed intent?
Objects in the environment may steer perceptions and behaviours in line with associations
• E.g., brief cases cause ambiguous situations to be interpreted as competitive [Kay et al., 2004]
• Library pictures cause people to speak more softly [Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2003]
• Thirst increases perceptual readiness of thirst-related items [Aarts et al., 2001]
 Effect on interpretation of ambiguous situations (situation construal)?
METHOD
• “Evaluating a City Environment”
• N=76; 52 female, 24 male
• One factor; Camera present versus Camera absent (between-ppn design)
• Stimulus material
• Video footage of city center streets, shopping area and alleys
• In Camera absent condition, frames with CCTV were removed
METHOD
METHOD
• Measures
• Affective evaluation
• Safe, agreeable, cozy, warm, and orderly (5-point scales, α = .68)
• Attributed intent
• “Policy makers have a keen eye for what’s going on here”, and “… have taken 
adequate measures to make these streets safe” (r = .55)
• Interpretation of ambiguous situation
• Interpretation coded negative - positive (Cohen’s kappa = .72)
RESULTS
Camera presence Affective evaluationβ = -0.24
*
Camera presence Affective evaluation
Attributed Intent
** p < .001
* p < .05
β = -0.56 **
β = 0.10 ns
β = 0.60 **
Sobel z = 3.83, p < .001
RESULTS
Interpretation of ambiguous situations
• Camera presence led to more positive interpretations (e.g. “a walk at night”; “man and
womean having a nightly rendez-vous”) than camera absence (“a woman is chased”, “a 
man and woman are watching the aftermath of an explosion”)
• F (1, 73) = 5.03, p < .05
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
• Camera absence causes ambiguous situations to be interpreted more negatively
 Camera presence effects extend beyond mere perceptions, and may also impact 
social interactions
• Camera presence positively affects the affective evaluation of the environment, likely 
because it is perceived as a sign of positive, well-meant intent
 What if rationale for CCTV implementation is less clear or less positive?
• As a sign of distrust?
• Exertion of control?
FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research
• Verbalizing intent: “For your safety”; “Warning!!”, “…”
• Camera presence in “bad” versus “good” neighbourhoods
• … during day versus night
• … active versus passive monitoring
• Establishing camera presence effects in real life
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